
National 5 

Subject Component Rationale 

Biology Assignment Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence.  

Chemistry Assignment Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence. 

Computing Science Assignment Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence.  

Cruinn-eolas (Geography) Obair (Assignment) Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence. 

Eachdraidh (History) Obair (Assignment) Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence. 

Engineering Science Assignment Custom and practice. Consideration of digital making ongoing. 

Geography Assignment Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence. 

Graphic Communication Assignment  
Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence. 

Health and Food Technology Assignment 
Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence. 

History Question Paper Custom and practice. Consideration of digital marking ongoing.  

History Assignment Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence   

Modern Studies Assignment Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence.  

Nuadh-Eolas (Modern Studies) Obair (Assignment) Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence. 

Physics Assignment Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence  

Practical Cookery Assignment  Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence  

Religious, Moral and Philosophical Studies Assignment Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Higher 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Subject Component Rationale 

Biology Assignment Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence.  

Chemistry Assignment Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence. 

Computing Science Assignment Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence. 

Cruinn-eolas (Geography) Obair (Assignment) Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence. 

Eachdraidh (History) Obair (Assignment) Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence. 

Engineering Science Assignment Custom and practice. Consideration of digital marking ongoing.  

Geography Assignment Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence. 

Graphic Communication Assignment 
Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence. 

History 
British, European and World 
History Custom and practice. Consideration of digital marking ongoing.  

History Scottish History Custom and practice. Consideration of digital marking ongoing. 

History Assignment Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence. 

Human Biology Assignment Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence.  

Modern Studies Paper 1 Custom and practice. Consideration of digital marking ongoing.  

Modern Studies Assignment Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence.  

Nuadh-Eolas (Modern Studies) Paipear 1 (Paper 1) Custom and practice. Consideration of digital marking ongoing. 

Nuadh-Eolas (Modern Studies) Obair (Assignment) Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence. 

Physics Assignment Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence.  

Religious, Moral and Philosophical 
Studies Assignment Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence.  



Advanced Higher 

Subject Component Rationale 

Biology Project Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence. 

Chemistry Project Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence. 

Cruinn-eolas (Geography) 
Paipear Cheistean  
(Question Paper) Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence. 

Cruinn-eolas (Geography) 
Folio Proiseact: Roinn A 
(Project Folio: Section A)  Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence. 

Cruinn-eolas (Geography) 
Folio Proiseact: Roinn B 
(Project Folio: Section B)  Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence.  

Eachdraidh (History) 
Paipear Cheistean  
(Question Paper) 

Unable to move to digital marking at current time, due to specialisms within the exam requiring 
specialist markers. 

Eachdraidh (History) 
Proiseact - Trachdas  
(Project - Dissertation) Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence. 

French Portfolio Custom and practice. Consideration of digital marking ongoing.  

Geography Question Paper Custom and practice. Consideration of digital marking ongoing. 

Geography Project Folio: Section A Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence. 

Geography Project Folio: Section B Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence.  

Modern Studies Question Paper Custom and practice. Consideration of digital marking ongoing. 

Modern Studies Project: Dissertation Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence.  

Nuadh-Eolas (Modern Studies) 
Paipear Cheistean  
(Question Paper) Custom and practice. Consideration of digital marking ongoing. 

Nuadh-Eolas (Modern Studies) 
Proiseact: Trachdas  
(Project: Dissertation) Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence 

Physics Project  Unable to scan materials due to the varied nature of the candidate evidence.  

 

We are looking at ways to continue to move as many subjects (that can be scanned) over to e-marking through working with SQA’s software supplier for e-

marking. There also may be opportunities to move more components to e-marking through developments resulting from Education Reform. 


